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In the bomb blast that took place at Pune on 13 February, 2010,  17 people, including 5 

foreigners, were killed and about 60 people were injured. The incident happened close on the 

decision by the UPA government to resume the peace talks with Pakistan . Just a few days 

earlier, addressing a  jihadi gathering at Karachi on February 5, JuD supremo Hafiz Sayeed had 

thundered that Pakistan will continue with its jihad until they liberate not only Kashmir but also 

Hyderabad . He is the same person whom Pakistani leaders described as the chief of only a 

charitable trust when India named him as the mastermind behind the Mumbai terror attacks and 

sought action against him. Sayeed was however detained in December 2008 under the 

Maintenance of Public Order Act (MPO), after the UN Security Council had declared the JuD as 

an alias of the LeT. But Pakistan had not  proscribed the JuD and so he could out as a free man 

soon after his detention. Ordering his release, the judge had then said that he got nothing before 

him to keep Sayeed inside. In fact he was taken under preventive custody many times in the 

past  in connection with similar terror attacks in India . For instance after the December 2001 

Parliament attack and also  after the July 2006 serial train blasts, he was taken under  detention. 

But each time he could manage his release soon after, as the charges against him were framed in 

such a way that it guaranteed his certain and immediate release.  

   

Thanks to the policies of the UPA government, the bomb culture has come to stay with 

us. During the  last five years hundreds of bomb blasts had taken place in different parts of the 

country, engineered  mostly by jihadi terrorists and a few by ULFA activists with the help of 

jihadi outfits like HUJI. Thousands of people were killed and many more thousands were injured 

in these blasts. Some of the terror strikes were so ghastly like the July 2006 serial train blasts in 

Mumbai and November 2008 Mumbai terror attacks. But the UPA government is unmoved. It 

does not want to do anything about it, except chanting of peace 'mantra'. All the accused arrested 

so far in connection with various terrorist incidents in the country had admitted  that each one of 

them had undergone terror training in one or other terror camps in Pakistan and their instructors 

in those camps included retired as well as serving ISI and army officers. But till this day India 

has not taken a single retaliatory step against Pakistan emboldening it to carry on with its brutal 

attacks on India at regular intervals. After the Mumbai terror attacks in November, 2008, because 

of the scale of the attacks and violence, there was strong speculation both within and outside 

India about some kind of retaliation by India . But still nothing happened. Because, the US will 

not allow India to take any retaliatory action. Its argument was that by carrying out such 

mindless terror attacks, the terrorists wanted to provoke a war between India and Pakistan and by 

resorting to any retaliatory action, India will be playing right into the hands of the terrorists. So 

as per this logic, jihadi terrorist groups in Pakistan with the full support and patronage of certain 

state agencies would continue to punish us with brutal terror attacks at regular intervals and we 

should take all such battering passively because of the "or else we will be playing into the hands 

of the terrorists" theory. All the European allies of the US and the UN leadership also strongly 

supported this illogical and ill-conceived stand of the US . In the past also, It was because of the 

immense pressure from this US-led western lobby that India could not act against Pakistan 

despite grave provocations. But the US stance is seriously flawed. When the US says that the 

terrorists are attacking India as they want a war between India and Pakistan , it exempts Pakistan 

from any involvement in the terror attacks in India , which is totally wrong. It is as clear as 



daylight that Pakistani state agencies were involved in every terror attack in India . Still, on the 

advice of the US , India has been cooperating with Pakistan to bring the masterminds of the 

November 2008 terror attacks to book. And all that we have achieved so far is a dossier 

exchange circus with India submitting a lot of vital pieces of evidences, links and clues and 

Pakistani authorities consistently ridiculing and dismissing all our findings and demands. Thus 

listening to the sermons from the US and acting against the national interest, we decided not to 

take any punitive action against Pakistan even after the Mumbai attacks. But while showing such 

extreme restraint even in the face of gravest provocation, Union home minister had repeatedly 

warned that any fresh terror attack from Pakistan will not go unpunished. The prime minister, 

home minister and the home secretary had also repeatedly asserted that peace talks with Pakistan 

will not be resumed with out a breakthrough in the Mumbai attacks. However on February 4, 

2010, the UPA government, flouting all its promises and declarations took a  U-turn and decided 

to resume secretary-level peace talks with Pakistan . Even after the bomb blast in German bakery 

in Pune in which 17 people were killed and about 60 people were injured, we decided to go 

ahead with the said peace talks. Why this sudden U-turn in our stance? What is happening in 

India ?  Who is ruling this country? Is it Manmohan Singh?  Sonia Gandhi?  Or America through 

Sonia Gandhi?  

   

First of all we have to understand that it is the USA and not Pakistan which is our greater 

enemy. Kashmir problem is as old as partition itself and both England and the US had from the 

beginning sided with Pakistan . Given a free hand,  the Indian army t would have settled the 

Kashmir issue in 1948 itself when the Pakistani armed- tribesmen and army personnel invaded 

and occupied a part of Kashmir . Instead, our first prime minister Jawaharlal Nehru influenced 

by Lady Irwin Mountbatten took the issue to the United Nations and thereby internationalized 

the issue. Though the J&K had joined the Union of India through the Instrument of Succession 

signed between Maharaja Hari Singh and Indian authorities, both the USA and England  were 

opposed to Kashmir’s accession with India . Leaders of both these countries knowing fully well 

Nehru’s  weakness for Edwina cleverly used her to exert influence on Nehru to take the Kashmir 

issue to the United Nations, successfully preventing India from recapturing POK back by force. 

This episode has been mentioned by Edwina’s daughter in her auto-biography.  

   

The US and British leaders had an inherent dislike for India’s first prime minister Nehru 

because of his admiration for socialist principles and his personal ambition to emerge as a leader 

of non-aligned nations, independent of the imperialist block. It may be this lack of trust in Nehru 

that had prompted the US to be openly aligned with a pliable Pakistan from the beginning. India 

’s nuclear ambitions and defiance also were a thorny issue for the US camp. However the 

greatest defiance that India showed to the US was during the Bangladesh war in 1971 when India 

helped erstwhile East Pakistan to be liberated and reborn as Bangladesh . Despite the US navy’s 

action of sending its 7 th. Fleet to the Bay of Bengal as a warning signal, India on the strength of 

its peace and friendship treaty with the Soviet Union had gone ahead and liberated Bangladesh, 

to the extreme anger, annoyance and embarrassment of the United States. The American 

strategists who reviewed the military defeat of Pakistan in the Bangladesh war and the resultant 

setback suffered by the American interests in the region had chalked out a series of drastic 

measures, both long term and short term, to bring about a positive change in the balance of 

power position in the sub-continent. The balkanization of India has been made a definite, but 

long term goal, of the US after the 1971 war as India was proving to be a big threat to the US 



interests in South Asia . Some political assassinations that took place later in the region were also 

considered as among the proposed drastic moves. It was with the full concurrence and support of 

the US that Pakistan adopted terror as a strategy to fight a proxy war in Kashmir from the 

eighties. President (Gen).Zia-Ul-Haq, who devised this strategy in consultation with the CIA, 

took about 10 years to prepare the necessary spade work for the implementation of this terror 

project meant to bleed India to death. It did bleed India for all these years and a large number of 

security personnel,  civilians and militants were killed in action in this proxy war. Then the 

inevitable happened. The terror strategy soon  back-fired so badly  that not a single day passes 

now without a terror strike  by Al Qaida and Talibani elements in Pakistan .  

   

The biggest problem  faced by us today is American intervention in India . The entire 

Kargil operation was planned by the CIA. The US authorities had condemned it as a 

misadventure and had asked the Pakistani army and civil authorities to pull out their troops. In a 

friendly gesture in response, the NDA government had foolishly accepted the American 

mediation and offered to start a peace dialogue with Pakistan . For the first time in the history, 

India was ready to negotiate with Pakistan about the disputed status of Jammu & Kashmir. This 

was clearly a trap. President Musharraf, when sought to know  the purpose served by the Kargil 

war, had proudly told some journalists  that it was due to Kargil that India for the first time 

offered to negotiate on Kashmir. The NDA government had subsequently taken some cosmetic 

steps in opening up the borders by starting a few cross-border bus services. With the installation 

of a pro-US and Congress-led UPA government at the Centre in 2004, a lot more confidence-

building measures were taken by the two countries for normalization of relations like 

introduction of more bus and train services, establishment of border trade posts, etc. People 

from  both the countries including political and militant leaders were allowed to make frequent 

trips to each other’s country to meet whomsoever they wanted to meet. However none of these 

measures helped to bring about any normalization in the terror  situation in India . On the other 

hand lifting of travel restrictions and easy access to each other between terrorists from both sides 

of the border actually led to many-fold increase in terror and violence. The resumption of cross-

border  bus and train services between the two countries led to increased inflow of fake Indian 

currency notes printed in Pakistan ’s government press to India . The bomb blasts and terror 

attacks which were earlier confined to Kashmir and North-East  now spread to every nook and 

corner of India . And still the US is pressing for more confidence-building measures with 

Pakistan . Why?  

   

The US is very well aware that the LeT and other terror groups which are routinely 

involved in serial bomb blasts and other forms of terror at various places in India are given all 

possible assistance by the Pakistani state agencies. These groups are in fact  considered as highly 

valuable assets by the Pakistani military and ISI. The US knows all about the terror and criminal 

empire and operational activities of Karachi-based underworld don Dawood Ibrahim, who is 

wanted in India in connection with various terror and criminal cases. The US knew fully well 

about the involvement PAK- ISI in the 2008 car-bomb attack on  Indian embassy in Kabul in 

which four Indians including a Brigadier and an IFS officer were killed. The safe asylum given 

to five accused in the Kandhahar hijack case and many other terrorists and criminals wanted in 

India in Pakistan are also known to the US authorities. Pakistan is printing fake Indian currency 

in three of its government presses, which no civilized government will do. Pakistan is a failed 

state. Out of its 62 years of existence, it was under military rule for 32 years. But still the US is 



close friend and strategic ally of Pakistan . Because, it is immaterial for the US whether Pakistan 

has a civilian ruler or a military ruler as long as the ruler’s  allegiance is with the US .  

   

Despite Pakistan ’s  very close links with various terrorist outfits like LeT and HUJI, the 

US forced India into a peace dialogue with Pakistan and in the name of confidence-building 

measures further pressured India to take certain measures which were bound to have an adverse 

impact on our security interests. The fact that this was done without even insisting the total 

dismantling of the terror infrastructure in Pakistani territory and without the extradition of all the 

wanted accused sheltered in Pakistan clearly indicates that the American intention was to 

encourage terror in India . The US is not allowing India  to hit back at the perpetrators  of the 

terror based in Pakistani territory  and instead  is forcing India to suffer all the battering and 

indignities silently in the interest of peace. The truth is that the US is doing it deliberately to 

punish India . The US is a partner in terror with Pakistan . The US and Pakistan are 

together  taking revenge against India for its misdeeds in 1971. After the Mumbai terror attacks, 

there was no fresh jihadi terror attack for a year as there was mounting public pressure for a 

retaliatory attack. Now all such talks about retaliatory attacks have vanished and the bomb 

attacks have also resumed. It is so very easy to keep a bag containing a bomb in a market place, 

cinema theatre or coffee house and kill hundreds of innocent people. No amount of security alert 

can effectively check it, unless we take prompt and tough action against the origin of terror. The 

US wants continued terror attacks in India and the resultant economic setback to the country. The 

tourism, IT and other industries should suffer. The investors should keep away. There should be 

total chaos and mayhem in the country.  

   

    

Invitation to terrorists from POK  
Pakistan no more needs to take much trouble and pain in sending infiltrators to Jammu & 

Kashmir. Heeding to the recommendations of the J&K government and PDP leadership, Union 

Home Minister P.Chidambaram has given an open invitation to all Kashmiri terrorists in POK to 

come home and settle down in Jammu Kashmir. He also promised a scheme for the proper 

rehabilitation and reintegration of all those who had gone across the line of actual control for 

various reasons since 1989. To avail this general amnesty  all that they have to do is to give a 

promise that they have left militancy. They are all Harichandras and they are not likely to break 

their promise. Since there is no record of the actual number of youths who have crossed over to 

the other side during the last 20 years, the J&K government has now sought the help of the 

government of POK in obtaining the actual figures of  Kashmiri militants who have taken shelter 

in POK for giving shape to the rehabilitation programme. Giving these details to the media 

people J&K Minister of State for Revenue and Tourism Nasir Aslam Wani claimed on 12
th

. 

Feb.2010 that almost two-third of the population from border villages have migrated to POK 

after 1990. The minister’s statement is an indication that under the pretext of the said scheme, 

tens of thousands of Kashmiri militants from across the border would now be rehabilitated in the 

Kashmir valley.  

   

This general amnesty scheme for the  Kashmiri terrorists announced by the UPA 

government  is the most atrocious, stupid and dangerous move which will have serious 

implications for the security interests of the country. Along with many Indian Muslims, this 

scheme will also allow thousands of Pakistani infiltrators and  other civilian Muslims from the 



POK to come and settle down in J&K to inflate the Muslim population in the state, avail the 

rehabilitation assistance from the government and to strengthen the separatist movement in the 

state. Even a veteran Congress-I leader like Ghulam Nabi Azad, a Union minister and former 

chief minister of J&K, had opposed this amnesty move and had warned the government that 

since there was no way of checking the identity of those who  crossed over to the POK, the 

proposed move will only facilitate the entry of thousands of infiltrators and trouble-makers into 

the valley.  The proposed general amnesty scheme is definitely a part of the US plot to allow 

Pakistan to annex Kashmir through a bloodless coup. It is now certain that under the American 

pressure and dictates   India is steadily moving towards the full implementation of the 4-point 

formula suggested by Gen. Musharraf in 2006 to settle the Kashmir dispute. The pull out of 

regular troops and also paramilitary forces has already started in phases. Soon there will be a 

unified borderless Kashmir where currencies of both India and Pakistan would be a legal tender 

in both parts of Kashmir and Passports or visa would not be required by the Kashmiris to cross 

the border. According to press reports, Indian army has started clearing all land mines laid in the 

border areas along the Indo-Pak border to avert any harm to the people crossing the borders. 

With the grant of the promised autonomy and self-rule  to the Kashmiris, India with no physical 

or administrative control over J&K can then remain only as an onlooker. It will then take only a 

couple of years for the unified Kashmir to become an integral part of Pakistan . It is very tragic 

that the prime minister and many senior Union ministers, bureaucrats and security experts have 

become willing or silent parties to this heinous conspiracy hatched by the US for the transfer of 

Jammu Kashmir to Pakistan through treacherous means. Kashmir is the sole issue behind the 

strained relations between India and Pakistan . We fought three wars and a border war with 

Pakistan mainly because of Kashmir . We lost thousands of our jawans in these wars and many 

more thousands were injured. We spent more money in Kashmir for the economic upliftment and 

welfare of the people than any other state in India . We also incurred huge expenditure for 

deployment of regular troops and  paramilitary forces for guarding the borders and maintenance 

of internal security all these years. If we are now going to settle the Kashmir problem by giving 

it away to Pakistan in a deceptive manner, why did we make all these sacrifices in the past? And 

why to give away the entire J&K state when the Kashmir valley is the only Muslim majority area 

in the state. Can all those jawans who sacrificed their lives for safeguarding the unity and 

integrity of the country rest in peace?  

 

 
 


